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jury's out! at the end of the day, i just wanted to make the best shooter game i could, and that's not
a good game. it's a frustrating game. i have so much fun playing, but then i realize it's not good. ken

levine: i'll tell you how it ended up. the studio that was distributing the game at the time of our
shipping, their final quarter of the year, their target for that quarter was driven by one of their

customers, and that was to ship the game. a lot of people were mad at us for that. they called me a
sellout. my first game would not be a good game. the thing is, it's a brilliant game. people love the
game. it's a great game. it's a statement of intent of what we wanted to do. in my 15 years working
for irrational games, this has been the biggest challenge weve yet faced. however, as much as i love
this game, it has become clear to me over the past year that the level of difficulty it required will not
be met by our team. while we are immensely proud of our accomplishments with infinite, there are
aspects of the experience that simply cannot be reproduced on consoles. as such, we believe that
the experience we envisioned would be far better on pc. for the sake of the bioshock universe, we

will be exploring new opportunities to take the franchise in new and exciting directions on pc. anway,
i've had the opportunity to play bioshock, infinite, and also the first half of bioshock: infinite, and i

loved the first one, much, much more. i hadn't played the second one, but i just finished playing the
prologue of bioshock infinite, and i absolutely loved it. i found it far superior to the first one, and i

can't wait to play more of it. i'm really looking forward to it.
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